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Short Bigeye, Pristigenys alta
https://www.mexican-fish.com/short-bigeye/
The Short Bigeye, Pristigenys alta, whose common Spanish name is
catalufa de lo alto, is a member of the Bigeye or Priacanthidae Family, known
collectively as catalufas in Mexico. Globally, there are only four species in the
genus Pristigenys, two of which are found in Mexican waters, one in the Atlantic and one in the Pacific.
The Short Bigeyes are characterized by strongly compressed, distinctively deep oval bodies with a depth that is 49 to 53% of standard length.
Adults are uniformly dark red on their head, body, and fins. The iris of their eyes is red to silvery. The margins of their anal,
caudal, and soft dorsal fins are black and the posterior third of their pelvic fins are black. Juveniles are significantly different
and have transparent anal, caudal, and second dorsal fins with small black spots (pictured below); their first dorsal fin is
black with mid-sized red spots. They have a large upturned mouth with a projecting lower jaw. Their anal fin has three
spines and ten rays; their caudal fin is rounded; their dorsal fin is continuous with ten spines (the longest being in the middle), and ten to twelve rays; their pelvic fins are broadly fused to the belly and are of moderate length and under the pectoral fin base. Their body is covered with very large rough scales.
The Short Bigeyes reside over and within rocky bottoms at depths up to 600 feet. They reach a maximum length of
33 cm (13 inches). They are nocturnal predators with large eyes that prey mainly on smaller fish found around rocky reef
areas. Their red to rose coloration makes them invisible in the deep ocean and helps to avoid predation. They normally reside in total darkness and are known to hide under rock ledges. They are a rare and poorly studied species and very little is
known about their behavioral patterns.
In Mexican waters the Short Bigeye are found in all waters of the Atlantic. Their known range extends as far north as Maine,
however, the collection documented is a significant range extension.
The Short Bigeye is not difficult to identify due to its wide oval body and strongly upturned mouth, however, adults
are very similar to the Popeye Catalufa, Pristigenys serrula, found only in the Pacific.
The Short Bigeyes are very marginal table fare being retained only by subsistence fishermen and thus considered a “catch
and release.” They are sold commercially for food on a limited basis and marketed as “Red Snapper.” They are also used
fairly extensively by the aquarium trade. They are not of concern from a conservation perspective as they have a fast reproduction time and a wide distribution.
Short Bigeye, Pristigenys alta, juvenile. Fish collected at the Martinque
Beach Provincial Park, East Petpeswick, Nova Scotia, August 2015. Length:
4.5 cm (1.8 inches). Photo courtesy of Ashley Bingham, We Love Nova Scotia, Facebook.
Short Bigeye, Pristigenys alta . Fish caught from waters of the
Florida Middle Grounds, March 2016. Length: 23 cm (9 inches). Catch,
photo and identification courtesy of George Brinkman, Guelph, Ontario,
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October 10, 2017: Elections & discussions.

Trivia - Fishy Facts
Q) When and where did the first public
aquarium open?
A) 1853, in Regents Park London England.
Q) What do you call the whiskers on catfish and
A)
Q)
A)
Q)
A)

other bottom dwellers.
Barbels.
What do you call a scientists who studies
fish?
An ichthyologist.
What Hollywood blockbuster sold the most
DVD’s and videos in one day?
Finding Nemo, sales of 8 million DVD’s and videos.
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Happy Halloween

Going once, twice, sold.

What a great fish auction we just had. There was a great
amount of items for the auction and a special thanks to all who
joined in on the fun. From the kitchen to the auction room we had
a wonderful response from one and all. If I were to name the people that worked so hard to make us proud I would have a message
that is ten pages long. Thanks to the auctioneers who kept those items on a fast pace so we got out of the hall at
a great time.
We had a great show and once again, thank you to all who
helped with the running of this event to the showing of their prized
fish.
This month’s meeting will be something different in that, we
the executive, will be describing the jobs and duties we are responsible for in running our club. We can have a question and answer period at the end of the presentation, hoping that with this program,
we can get more people interested in the executive.
The CAOAC Executive will be putting on the CAOAC Convention this year and they are well on their way with plans for a great
one. Speakers and the venue are booked and for more information,
go to the CAOAC website for details, prices and agendas.
The Jar Show this month will be Cyprinids (goldfish, danios,
sharks, goldfish and white clouds to name a few) along with our open
and plant class. We also have the Family Fish Class for the October
meeting.
As always, we will have the auction so please bring out your
extra fish and plants. Who knows, you may pick up a bargain or two.

The leaves are
changing, so get
ready to move inside and don’t eat
too much Turkey.
Have a great
Thanksgiving.
Ron Bishop
President
London Aquaria Society

Hyphessobrycon columbianus ZARSKE & GERY, 2002
Columbian Tetra
http://www.seriouslyfish.com/species/hyphessobrycon-columbianus/

Etymology: Hyphessobrycon : from the Ancient Greek υπελάσσων (hyphesson), meaning ‘of lesser stature’, and used as a prefix in this case, plus the generic name Brycon.
columbianus: named for its native country of Colombia.
C la ss ifica t ion : Order: Characiformes
Family : Characidae
Distribution :
Appears to be known only from the Río Acandí in Chocó Department, northern Colombia,
close to the border with Panama.
Type locality translates as ‘Darien, small stream about 6 kilometers downstream from Acandi, entry of the
Rio Acandi, Colombia, Atlantic coast’.
London Aquaria Society
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Hyphessobrycon columbianus ZARSKE & GÉRY, 2002
Colombian Tetra
cont’d from page 3

Maximum Standard Length : 50 – 65 mm.
Aquarium Size : An aquarium with base dimensions of 90 ∗ 30 cm or equivalent
should be the minimum considered.
Maintenance:
Choice of décor is not especially critical though it tends to show better
colouration in a well-structured, ideally
planted, set-up.
Filtration does not need to be particuAdult male individual; note the slightly extended dorsal-fin rays.

larly strong though it does seem to appreciate
a degree of water movement.

Water Conditions:
T e m p e r a t u r e: 20 – 28 °C
pH: 5.0 – 7.5
Hardness:
18 – 179 ppm
Diet: Probably a foraging omnivore feeding primarily on worms, insects and other zooplankton, as
well as smaller amounts of plant material and organic detritus in nature.
In the aquarium it’s easily-fed but the best condition and colours offer regular meals of small live and frozen foods such as bloodworm, Daphnia, and Artemia alongside good quality dried flakes and granules, at least
some of which should include additional plant or algal content.
B e h a v i o u r a n d C o m p a t i b i l i t y : Generally peaceful making it an ideal resident of the well researched community aquarium.
It’s perhaps best-maintained alongside similarly-sized characids and relatives, smaller callichthyid or loricariid catfishes and non-predatory, medium-sized cichlids. Try to buy a mixed-sex group of at least 8-10 specimens, include other schooling fishes to provide security, and you’ll be rewarded with a more natural-looking
spectacle.
Sexual Dimorphism: Sexually mature males are noticeably more intensely-coloured, slimmer-bodied,
a little smaller and develop a more-extended dorsal-fin than females.
Reproduction : An egg-scattering free spawner exhibiting no parental care.
When in good condition adults will spawn often and in a mature aquarium it’s possible that small numbers
of fry may start to appear without intervention. However if you want to maximise yield a more controlled
approach is required. The adult group can still be conditioned together but a smaller aquarium should also be
set up and filled with mature water. This should be very dimly lit and the base covered with some kind of mesh
of a large enough grade so that the eggs can fall through but small enough so that the adults cannot reach them.
The widely available plastic ‘grass’-type matting can also be used and works well, as does a layer of glass marbles.
Alternatively filling much of the tank with a fine-leaved plant such as Taxiphyllum spp. or spawning
mops can also return decent results. The water itself should be of slightly acidic to neutral pH with a temperature within the range suggested above.
London Aquaria Society
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Hyphessobrycon columbianus ZARSKE & GÉRY, 2002
Colombian Tetra
cont’d from page 4

An air-powered sponge filter or air stone(s) should also be included to provide oxygenation and water movement.
When the adult fish are well-conditioned a single pair or group comprising one or two males and several females can then be introduced
to each container and left in place until eggs are detected (typically
the following morning).
Spawning normally occurs for 2-4 hours and a well-conditioned mature female may lay as many as 2000 eggs during this period, these
normally hatching in 24-36 hours at which point the fry still have a
Adult female specimen.
good-sized yolk sac attached.
Initial food should be Paramecium or a proprietary dry food of sufficiently small (5 -50 micron)
grade, introducing Artemia nauplii, microworm, etc., once the fry are large enough to accept them.

Alternanthera reineckii
https://en.aqua-fish.net/plants/alternanthera -reineckii

Scientific name: Alternanthera reineckii
Family: Amaranthaceae
Usual maximum size in aquariums: 25 - 50 cm (9.84 - 19.69 inch)
Recommended pH range for the species : 6.2 - 7.1
Recommended water hardness: (dGH): 4 - 12°N (71.43 - 214.29 ppm)
Recommended temperature: 23 - 30 °C (73.4 - 86°F)
Reproduction of the plant: Cuttings
Origin (in the wild): South America
How fast these plants grow: Slow
Recommended substrate: Fine gravel
Demands on lighting: Bright
I d ea l pl a c e me nt i n a f i sh ta n k: Middle
C o m m o n N a m e s : Magenta water hedge
O r i g i n : South America, Alternanthera reineckii are found in the Amazonian waterways. In their natural habitat they are often submerged as
the river banks flood so have adapted to either method of growing
them.
Planting Area:
Alternanthera reineckii should be planted in midground and background areas of a fish
tank depending on other plants species that are grown in the same tank. If used in small aquariums they can
be planted in the centre of the aquarium to provide a specimen plant display, do not overplant though limiting swimming space for the fish.
London Aquaria Society
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Alternanthera reineckii
cont’d from page 5

Lighting Requirements:

Medium to high amount of light is required, if kept under low lighting the

growth rate will be slowed down.
P r o p a g a t i o n : Very easy plant to propagate, remove the middle shoot and plant straight away in the
substrate. This will help to make the mother plant bush out. Cuttings can also be taken from the side
shoots. The substrate needs to be enriched with plenty of nutrients to ensure healthy growth and form a
strong plant, root tabs are the easiest method to use to keep the substrate rich but dosing the water column will also aid the growth rate.
S h o r t D e s c r i p t i o n : Alternanthera reineckii make an excellent plant for blending in with green foliage. Their red leaves offer a contrast against the green and they are also useful for filling out any
gaps in the foliage. This plant species will require nutrients in the form of root tabs or liquid feeds to keep
them in top condition.
Because of their smaller size they are also suitable for the smaller aquariums and can also be used effectively in larger aquariums as part of a contrasting display. They are quite a slow growing plant, using lower lighting levels will also slow down the growth even more. A sure sign that the lighting is too low is when the lower
leaves detach themselves and drop away from the mother plant, once the lighting level is increased, this tendency
should cease in a very short time.
They look their best when planted in small groups and are just as happy growing submerged as
emersed where they are found in their natural habitat.

Cambodian Bettas
By: Victoria Stark, Submitted: 11/2/2005

The light bodied phenotype or group of phenotypes known as Cambodian has been traced to a single recessive gene. It is important to clarify the nature of the action of this gene since older papers I've found state that
it produces an "unvollstaendige Albino" or a "light pink bodied fish."
A good Cambodian betta has a clean, pale body free of color impurities and bright, solidly-colored fins.
Although producing Cambodians is fairly easy, producing good Cambodians is as challenging as producing good
fish from any other color line. There are four important things that must occur for the 'ideal' Cambodian betta to
be produced: there should be no black on the black color layer, no red on the body on the red layer, no iridescence on the iridescent layer, and no yellow on the yellow layer.
Therefore, to produce a clean Cambodian betta with a solid, fleshcolored body you need to work with more than just to single gene
that removes the black.
The Cambodian betta has gotten a bad rep for ruining extended red line by muting the red color layer and producing a less
intense red. In reality, the Cambodian gene doesn't affect the red
layer at all, but because it eliminates the black it does make an extended red fish appear more pale. Cambodians are also used in NR
lines like yellow and orange to produce a more intensely-colored
solid yellow or orange betta.
London Aquaria Society
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Cambodian Bettas
cont’d from page 6

So what exactly is a Cambodian, from a genetics standpoint ?
Cambodian (cc) males are occasionally as red as any normal (not
extended) red betta with the only difference being a suppression of black
on both the body and fins. Cambodians are not albinos since the eye is
fully pigmented with melanin. True albinos happen in the betta world but
they are usually either blind or nearly so, which makes both survival and
spawning very difficult; hence no albino strain has been established and the
relationship between albinism and the C locus has not been tested.
In some strains of Cambodian a considerable amount of black forms on the bodies of adults as a very regular series of dots. Careful examination reveals these to be due to melanophores in the intermediate zone but
never in the deep zone and only rarely in the superficial. This black spotting on Cambodians is apparently inherited but I've not personally investigated it because of the irregular time of appearance, sometimes developing only
after the rather advanced age of 18 months. Red develops considerably later on Cambodians than on dark fish
and female Cambodians rarely develop red on the body although their fins are as red as those of males.
One striving to produce a line of good Cambodians would start by choosing a male which is as pale in the
body as possible. Occasionally a very pale, clean-bodied male Cambodian without red or black color impurities in
the body is available for purchase, and it could be crossed to a very clean-bodied Cambodian female to produce a
higher number of true flesh/red offspring. For this purpose, Cambodian breeder fish from NR lines might be better
suited than fish from extended red lines, which will still produce a lot of extended red or normal red offspring. Be
careful of very pale bodied fish in which the color of the fins is also affected; these are usually carrying the opaque
gene and/or are showing a pastel influence. True Cambodians
should have a flesh colored body and very BRIGHT RED or
VIOLET RED fins.
Although there are many references out there to 'blue
cambodians', 'green cambodians', and even 'black cambodians',
it is my belief that the only true Cambodian is the flesh/red
color combination. These others, although also possessing a
pale body with colored fins, do not behave either genotypically
or phenotypically as Cambodians, and are probably better categorized as pastels or marbles.

London Aquaria Society
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Aquarium Fish Deformities
https://www.petcha.com/aquarium-fish-deformities/

Deformities are most commonly seen when aquarium fish have been
inbred, though poor housing and diet can also cause them.
Skeletal deformities are most commonly seen when fish have been
inbred, though poor housing and diet can also cause them. Although not
treatable, aquarists will need to decide whether deformed fish are suffering,
and if necessary, euthanize them.
Identification: Deformities of various kinds may be
encountered, but the most common are probably bent
spines, stunting and incomplete fins. Less common examples include fish with poorly developed swim bladders (“belly sliders”), incomplete gill covers and conjoined twins. Aquarists will usually avoid buying deformed fish, though very young fish may develop deformities if they are not kept properly. On the other
hand, aquarists who breed fish will often see deformed
fish among the fry.
Of course some deformities may be desirable if
the aim is to produce a new variety of a particular fish
species. Fancy goldfish are all deformed, as are things
like balloon mollies, blood parrot cichlids and veil-tail angelfish. From an animal welfare perspective, a deformity
becomes a health issue only when the fish in question cannot feed, swim, or interact with its own kind properly.
Even if a deformed fish is enjoying a happy life in your aquarium, you may decide not to breed from that fish, so
that its faulty genes are not passed on to the next generation.
Inbreeding: Most deformities are caused by one or more faulty genes. In the wild these handicap the fish in
question, so it either starves or gets eaten long before it has a chance to breed. But under aquarium conditions
handicapped fish are given all the food they need and are kept secure from predators, making it much more likely
they’ll survive to sexual maturity. This is why deformed fish are so much more common in ponds and aquaria
than they are in the wild.
Wise aquarists will ensure that deformed fish don’t breed by either removing them from their own kind or
else destroying any eggs or fry produced. Isolating deformed tetras, barbs, danios and other egg-scatterers isn’t
usually necessary because any eggs they produce in a community tank will probably be eaten very quickly. But
egg-guarders (such as cichlids) and livebearers are often able to breed successfully under community tank conditions. Deformed specimens of such species are best isolated or, if that isn’t viable, destroyed humanely.
Because inbreeding prevents a healthy shuffling of genes among individuals, it is inbred fish that are mostly
likely to produce deformed offspring. Batches of young cichlids and livebearers taken to pet shops by local breeders will often be siblings, and breeding from these has an especially high likelihood of resulting in deformed fry.
Wherever possible, breeders should make every effort to obtain parents that aren’t closely related, for example
by buying wild-caught fish or by obtaining a male fish from one shop and a female fish from another.
London Aquaria Society
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Koi Deformity

Aquarium Fish Deformities
cont’d from page 9

Housing: Rearing young fish in tanks that are too small for
them is another common reason why fish become deformed.
Again, fish breeders are the ones most likely to come across
fish deformed this way. As fry mature they need to be maintained in good quality conditions, and this will likely involve
regular water changes to reduce nitrate levels in the water as
well as upgrading the tank as the fish get bigger.
Diet: A poor diet can cause developmental problems, particularly among juvenile fish. Predatory fish are very
sensitive to this problem because their diet can be difficult to keep properly balanced. Thiaminase for example
breaks down Vitamin B1 and is abundant in crustaceans, some mollusks (e.g., mussels), and some fish meats (e.g.,
goldfish and minnows). If you’re keeping a predatory fish, it is crucially important to minimize thiaminase intake
by favoring meaty fish foods that lack thiaminase, for example tilapia, pollack, cockles and earthworms.
Omnivorous and herbivorous fish are usually easily satisfied with mixtures of flake, pelleted and fresh
foods. Green foods are often very rich in vitamins and minerals, especially things like sushi nori, spinach, peas and
carrots. But do be aware that flake and pellet foods have an expiration date, and once opened, may lose much of
their vitamin content within a couple of months.
Disease: Occasionally healthy adult fish develop bent
spines and other abnormalities over a period of days
or weeks. This may be an indication of an infection of
some sort, including Mycobacteria and Pleistophora
infections. On the assumption that such infections are
likely to be contagious, such fish should be isolated
and/or euthanized (Mycobacteria infections for example are invariably fatal and essentially untreatable).
Old Age: It is not uncommon for very old fish to
show slight developmental abnormalities. These include slightly kinked spines, asymmetrical swelling of
the abdomen, tatty fins, and loss of scales or color. The
point at which a fish becomes “old” obviously varies
from species to species. Obviously there’s no cure for old age, though it should be stated that elderly fish often
remain surprisingly active even if they do look a little moth-eaten!
Euthanasia: Vets will normally euthanize fish using an overdose of an anesthetic called MS-222. Aquarists are
unlikely to have access to this, but can painlessly destroy deformed fish (including fry) using clove oil, also know
as eugenol. Add 30 drops of this to a container holding two pints (1 liter) of water taken from the fish tank. Stir
well, and then immerse the fish using a soft net. Hold down the fish if it likely to jump out or able to breathe air.
The fish will become sedated within seconds, and after 10 to 15 minutes will die from suffocation as its breathing
rate slows down to zero. Death is normally taken 10 minutes after the last gill movements. Euthanasia>>
London Aquaria Society
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Month

Fish

Categories

Class

September

open

open fish

Loaches, Suckers & Catfish (e.g. Corydoras, Brochis, Plecos )

My Favourite Fish

October

open

open fish

Cyprinids (e.g. Goldfish, Koi, Barbs, Danios, Sharks, Rasboras,
White Clouds….)

Family

November

open

open fish

Cichlids-substrate spawning (e.g. Angels, Kribs, Rams….
- mouth-brooding (e.g., Aulonocara…)

December

none

none

None - Due to Christmas Party

January

open

open fish

Guppies, (Fancy, Trinadadian...)

February

open

open fish

Anabantids (e.g. Bettas, Gouramis, Paradise

March

open

open fish

Mollies, Platies, Swordtails

Killifish

April

open

open fish

Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars)

Family

May

open

open fish

My Favourite Fish (any type of fish)

Pairs

June

none

none

C.A.R.E.S. Fish
Non Fish
Bowl Beautiful

None due to Awards Night

-

Characoids (Tetras, Hatchetfish, Silver Dollars)
Best In Show
Name

Month

Adult Fish Competition

Adam Kristoferson September One spot squeaker (Synodontis notata)

Gift Certificate
Angel Fins

Name
Month
Adult Fish Competitio n
Adam Kristoferson September Catfish, loaches and suckers
One spot squeaker (Synodontis notata)
Name

Month

Adult Plant Competition

Adam Kristoferson September Open Water lettuce (Pistia sp.)

Ribbons
Red
Ribbons
Red

Special thanks to all those who bring fish & plants to our
monthly Show & auction.
Trivia - Fishy Facts
Q) Where does the word “fish” come from ?
Latin word
piscis became
the Germanic
fisch, which
F. &A)L. The
Cromb
April
open Water
Milfoil (word
Myriophyllum
sp.)became the Old English word fisc, which be came today’s word, fish.
Name
Month
Junior
Fish Competition
Q) How much of
the Earth’s fresh water
is underground?
A. L.
Warden
A)
98.5%
red

April

Family

Snails

Blue
Ribbon
Red

Q) Do sharks have Congratulations
scales?
Amber, we’re all so very Proud of you.
A) No, their skin is covered with dermal denticles, or “skin teeth.”
www.aqua-tech.biz/Fintastic-Fun/
Trivia
Q) Do you think your fish can hear?
A) Yes, but they don’t have ears that open to the outside. Sound waves are picked up through a fish’s body.
London Aquaria Society
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Agassiz’s Cory
http://www.aquariumlife.net/articles/tropical-fish/agassizs-cory/269.asp

Common Name: Agassiz's Cory.

Scientific Name: Corydoras agassizii.

Family: Callichthyidae.

Sub-Family: Corydoradinae.

Distribution: Amazon River basin at border of Peru/Brazil.
Size: 2 to 2.75 inches.
Diet: In the wild, they eat some algae and lower plants as well as insects, crustaceans and worms. They can take
flakes and pellets in captivity, especially those that are earmarked for Cories. Shrimp pellets are also greedily attacked. They will take Tubifex and bloodworms greedily, whether they are alive or commercially prepared.
Water Temperature: They do best in temperatures between 73 to 79 degrees Fahrenheit (23-26 degrees Celsius).
Water Chemistry: Very soft to moderately hard water (dH 2-12)
pH: Ideally 6.0-7.2(They prefer slightly acidic to Neutral water). Like many fish which are tank bred, they can
be acclimatized to a ph slightly outside this range if carried out slowly and carefully.
Life Span: Potentially 10 years but 2-5 is much more common.
Description: These tiny little catfish can attain lengths of 2.75 inches at a maximum. They have a bronze backdrop with a black "headband" extending to the eyes and several nearly linear rows (and some random clusters) of
black spots. Just above the "headband", there exists a small patch of golden orange. Their dorsal fin has a solid
bronze first ray, some slight black dotting along with a large grey-black spot (through which the smaller spots may
be seen) at its peduncle and the rest of the non-caudal fins are transparent bronze. The caudal fin has a series of
black dots in somewhat of lines. They are among the "scaleless fishes", so this needs to be considered when adding medication to the tank. They are also able to utilize atmospheric oxygen with their intestines (but this does
not mean that water changes may be ignored). The most prominent features of this species, however, are both
their barbels and the eyes, which can sometimes be observed in a motion somewhat like a wink.
Behaviour: These are peaceful shoaling fish. While they have been implicated in the deaths of tank mates, it has
been said that if a Cory is seen snacking on a tank mate, one can rest assured that the Cories didn't kill it.
They need a shoal of 6+ conspecifics in order to feel comfortable in their surroundings and in order for
you to see the range of corydoradine interactions.
Important to note: Cories sense food by smell more often
than by sight. This is important for two reasons. For one,
they need to have the barbels remain relatively intact, as
these are their olfactory sensors. And, secondly, a Cory that
won't eat when it is immediately chow time may not know
that such is the case. I have seen many a time when a Cory
can have pellets dropped almost literally on top of them
and not find it until ten minutes later after taking a circuitous route reminiscent of the most convoluted Bil Keane
comic.
London Aquaria Society
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Agassiz’s Cory
cont’d from page 11

Behaviour:

Cories will dash to the top to take gulps of air, though they should not be doing this on

a frequent basis. One of the first signs that a water change is overdue is the Cories taking disproportionate top runs.
They will also feed at the top if they discover that their tank mates do that and pick up on
cues that this is the day's method of feeding.
Cories have the ability to segregate themselves into conspecific groups even though humans
may not be able to tell them apart.
Natural Conditions: Sandy bottoms near the banks of a slow-moving river.
Minimum recommended tank size : 20 gallons for a small shoal.
Sexing: Females are slightly larger than males and are more rounded.
Breeding:

A lowering of temperature and barometric pressure, when done in conjunction with water changes,

may very well induce spawning. Another trick is the feeding of live foods, especially Tubifex and finely chopped
earthworms. Two or three males to one female seem to be the optimal rate for successful spawning.
Males will pursue the females until they show interest. The female(s) will then clean surfaces (mostly plant surfaces
and the glass sides of the tank). There is then more courtship -- the male rubs against the female and touches her
head with his barbels. Finally, they start the classic "T-position" during vibrations, which dislodge some eggs into
the basket, which the female has made with her ventral fins. They're then fertilized and the female places them
throughout the aquarium. There is a quick rest and then the males advance on the females once again. This continues for a few hours (two to three, usually) and the female deposits between 100 to 300 eggs.
The parents do not disturb the eggs or fry if well fed, but they might be removed after the spawning so
that the fry can be reared separately from their parents. The
eggs darken over their five to six day incubatory period. Finally the wrigglers emerge and feed on infusoria for a little
while. Supplemental feedings may start within the first week
and advancement to fry foods for egg-layers should occur at
the end of their first week.
Miscellaneous: It is truly easier to have success with cories if
they are not treated as scavengers but as community inhabitants of their own right. There are no synonyms for C. agassizii.
Swordtails’ Sexy Secret
http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2003/03/swordtails-sexy-secret
By Charles Choi Mar. 26, 2003 , 12:00 AM

To lure sexual partners, animals often try to be as flashy as possible. But this often has the downside of attracting predators, too. Researchers now find that certain male fish solve the problem by wooing females with
secret ultraviolet signals their major predators can't see.
London Aquaria Society
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Swordtails’ Sexy Secret
cont’d from page 12

Male northern swordtails attract females by virtue of their size and
swordlike tail appendages. Unfortunately for them, their main predator,
the Mexican tetra, Astyanax mexicanus, also eats up these traits. For more
than 20 years, researchers have suggested that private messages could
Astyanax mexicanus
help animals like the swordtail show off for potential mates while avoiding unwelcome carnivorous attention. Still, virtually no direct evidence has supported this idea.
While northern swordtails tend to lack colors visible to humans, behavioral ecologists Molly Cummings
and Michael Ryan of the University of Texas, Austin, and Gil Rosenthal of Boston University Marine Program in
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, found that the fish have substantial diversity in ultraviolet (UV) markings. To see if
the presence of UV signals mattered to female swordtails or Mexican tetras, the investigators put the fish in
aquariums with illumination that mimicked natural underwater light conditions and filters that either blocked or
permitted UV light.
Swordtail females of species Xiphophorus nigrensis spent almost
twice as much time with males when UV light was let through, the team
reports online 20 March in the Proceedings of the Royal Society. But
Mexican tetras' attention to the males was the same with or without UV
light. X. nigrensis males reflected significantly more UV than females,
with their swords reflecting the most--further evidence that such coloration is used for sexual signaling.
On the other hand, males of a related species, X. malinche, had about as much UV ornamentation as females, who were no less attentive to males when UV light was blocked. When the researchers took UV photographs of five swordtail species, they found that UV ornamentation is most prominent in males of species that
inhabit regions with lots of Mexican tetras. Rosenthal speculates that fish in risky environments have evolved a
secure line of communication for attracting mates, allowing them to "sidestep the trade off between being sexy
and being dinner."
This is the first direct evidence that private communication makes a difference for both mate choice and
predator attacks, says evolutionary biologist John Endler of the University of California, Santa Barbara: "The paper is excellent."

London Aquaria Society
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Affectionate Flowerhorn Fish Likes To Be Petted Like A Dog
http://www.reshareworthy.com/affectionate-flowerhorn-fish/

Fish are not the first pet that comes to mind when I think of affectionate animals. But this man’s interactions with a Flowerhorn fish may make me change my mind!
Flowerhorns are affectionate with the person who feeds them but otherwise unfriendly. Flowerhorn cichlids are an aquarium fish and
are popular because of their
distinct, balloon-like heads.
I have to say I’ve never
seen a fish want to be petted
before! It looks like these two
are old friends, because the
affectionate fish can’t get
enough attention! Share this
unusual fish with your friends!

E v en t ’s C a l en d ar
Updated September 15, 2017
CAOAC typically holds its meetings on the dates shown below each year.


Third Sunday in January - Newsletter award nominations are due and club

memberships accepted .


Second Sunday in February - Recognition awards nominations are due .



Third Sunday in March - Awards Committee meeting precedes the Executive Meeting .



Third Sunday in April - Annual Reports due.



Victoria Day Weekend in May - CAOAC Annual Convention and Annual General Meeting with Executive
elections. * See Calendar below for any changes to this dat e



Fourth Sunday in June (avoids Fathers Day on the third Sunday) - Committee heads chosen.



Third Sunday in September - Budget day.



Third Sunday in October.



Third Sunday in November.



Second Sunday in December - Authors and Advanced Authors Awards nominations due Membership applications due.

Occasionally dates may have to be moved. Please check this calendar often to be kept up-to-date. Dates in
GREEN are official CAOAC meeting dates. Clubs are respectfully asked NOT to hold events on these dates.
October
7 - 8 - Saskatoon Aquarium Society Thanksgiving Show - details here
London Aquaria Society
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E v en t ’s C a l en d ar
October:
14 - Durham Region Aquarium Society 50th Anniversary speaker dinner and mini conventiondetails here
15 - 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
15 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
22 - Kitchener-Waterloo Aquarium Society Auction - details here
22 - Calgary Aquarium Society auction - details to follow
29 - St. Catharines & Area Aquarium Society Auction - details to follow
November:
5 - Peel Region Aquarium Society Auction & show - details are to here
9 - 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON.
19 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON
December:
10 - 11:00 AM - CAOAC Executive Meeting Waterdown ON
10 - 12:00 PM - CAOAC General Meeting and President's Lunch, Waterdown ON

C.A.O.A.C. Report - September 2017
Committee Reports
Treasurers Report: The current working balance is $7822.45, the Terry Little fund
has $475.81 for a total of $8298.26 in the bank.
AHD: Nothing new.
Archivist: More boxes were found at Paul's.
Awards: Think about applying for awards now. Check the website for qualifications.
Authour's award is due at the December CAOAC meeting. Newsletter is due at the January CAOAC meeting (Ray
the “Kingfish” Lucas is judging, please forward your newsletters on to him ASAP). All other award submissions are
due at the February CAOAC meeting.
Binder/Guidelines: Nothing new.
FAAS: No meeting. FAAS awards have been given out
F i s hb re ed er s: It has been a quiet summer with no reports. Kitchener sent in a September report.
Fish Rescue: Ann-Marie Towel received an email regarding 5 koi in Ontario and will forward it to Jerry
Draper.
Futures: No report.
Judges: No report. Ken is hoping to contact any CAOAC judges to try to schedule a meeting. If you know any
judges, or are a judge, please contact Ken as his list is incomplete.
Membership: No report. An email went out to Garnet for insurance, asking if he could contact us before October 1, 2017. TCGG paid their membership of $90 since they have over 60 members.
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C. Report - September 2017
Committee Reports
Newsletter: Nothing to report.
Open Show: No report.
Programs: No report. No programs have been signed out.
Steering: No report.
Ways & Means: September started with $26.65. Treats/milk cost -$8.90 and the Raffle brought in +$12.00.
The 50/50 which was won by Ron brought in $6.00 and we had $2.50 for donations. September ended with
$38.25. I would like to buy a regular coffee maker for the meetings. The perk uses too much coffee for the number of attendees. Ed Bosker is bringing in one of his fabulous soups next month. Thanks in advance Ed.
Webmaster: The links for DRAS and KWAS have been deleted due to some technical issues with their sites. The
only remaining links to their clubs are for Facebook. Dates for club events will be put in as soon as they are received.
Business Arising From Executive Meeting:

Some how, we have not paid the rent for the meeting hall since

2015. We now owe $800.00. It was brought up that the Sarnia club would like to switch the date of their fall
auction to the first Saturday in October. We are waiting to hear from other clubs to see if this interferes with their
dates.

Club Reports
Barrie: No report.
Betta Breeders: The BBC in conjunction with Peel will be putting on a district show on November 5, 2017.
The IBC will be putting on an International show at the CAOAC Convention in May. Peter Desousa is officially the first Canadian IBC judge.
Calgary: No report.
Chatham-Kent: Meetings have been temporarily moved to Ken and Lisa's home due to construction. Ron won
the two tickets to Ripley's Aquarium.
Durham: The new website should be up and running by the end of October after switching providers. DRAS is
celebrating their 50TH anniversary on October 14, 2017 by having a dinner with three different speakers. The
speakers are Hernan Fernandez-Lopez, Ken Boorman and Dr. Ted Coletti. Ted will be the final speaker after dinner. The cost is $50.00. This will be an all day event starting at 1:00 p.m. There will also be raffles.
Hamilton: The September meeting was part 2 of 2 on ponds done by Carl who is a HDAS member. Saturday,
September 30th is the fall auction and Larry Johnson will be doing a talk in October.
Kitchener: Has 28 members and have moved to a new location on Dutton Dr. At the September meeting, the
FAAS authors award and the BAP/HAP awards were given out. Peter Desousa did a talk about breeding better
fish. Oktoberfish will be held on Sunday, October 22nd at the Waterloo Rod & Gun Club located at 1075 Bo De
Lane, St Jacobs, ON
London: First meeting of the year was held on Tuesday, September 12. We had a very small show but a good
sized auction. Our guest speaker was Haydn Pounder, who spoke about different techniques of spawning cichlids.
Our fall show and auction is being held on Sunday, September 24th at the Optimist Hall in Dorchester. There
have been some changes made to the auction rules as well as the show prices.
London Aquaria Society
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C.A.O.A.C. Report - September 2017
Club Reports
As of June 2017, the London Aquaria Society officially received the papers that
say that our club is considered a “not for profit”. Thanks to Bob Wright for all of his
help.
Ottawa: The clubs garage sale was held on Saturday, September 15th. Ron & Annette
did a gadget talk. A judging/showing talk and attendees had the opportunity to make and take home a spawning
mop. There were quite a few tables to buy from and the turnout was great, better than last year. The event was a
success.
Peel: No report.
St Catherines: No report.
Saskatoon: No report.
Sarnia: No report. A request was made to move the 2018 fall auction to the first Saturday in October.
TCGG: It has been a very exciting summer. The annual Guppypalooza was held and approximately 40 people
attended. Udo Rhoman spoke about how to build a proper Hamburg Matten filter. The club supplied the materials for every member in attendance to take home their own matten filter. The remaining filters were sold off for a
profit. We held an auction after the meeting and had a BBQ cooked by Ron. In September we will have 4, 6, 8
and 16 inch bags for sale as well as Hamburg matten filters and EWOS foods.
Nancy will be attending the British Guppy Championships in Kittering England and will also be taking a
test to become an official IKGH judge. There will be live feeds on Facebook from the show. In November, Nancy
will be representing Canada at the China International pet show in Shanghai. The TCGG is very excited about the
CAOAC convention in May as they will be expanding their show. The other exciting news is regarding Bryan
Chin. (please see notes on the convention for details.)
Windsor: August was the annual BBQ . September meeting was a talk on the trials & errors of setting up a fish
room.

Fa l l E x p o
There were a few people helping at the expo. Lisa, Nancy, Ann, Ed, Catherine, Karen and Tommy to name
a few. The TCGG was able to get 8 new members by handing out information and talking to people. At the very
least, all clubs should have information sheets for their club available to be handed out at these expos.

Convention 2018
New Business: See TCGG and convention.
Postcards are available to hand out. I have some with me and the cost for printing them was the same as in
2015.
CAOAC will have tickets on hand to sell at the next meeting. Full convention tickets as well as speaker
only and dinner only tickets will be available.
Each club is allowed to sell raffle tickets toward a free full convention ticket. The ticket will be sent out to
the winner as soon as the money arrives from the club draw. The raffle tickets are $5.00 each and when 20 are
sold the draw can be made. The money can be e-transfered to CAOAC. The TCGG has requested to have another
speaker added to the line-up at this years convention.
London Aquaria Society
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Convention 2018
cont’d from page 18

The TCGG is paying for Bryan
Chin's expenses, to do a talk on the Friday night, tentatively between 9:00
p.m. and 10 p.m. Bryan is the author of
two books, ”Breeding show Guppies” and “Healthy Fresh Water
Aquarium Fish”. He will have some of his books available to buy
and will be signing them. Bryan will be speaking on FRIDAY
NIGHT ONLY! CAOAC has agreed to pay for Bryan's dinner
ticket.

Store Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday, Friday
11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
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GIVE YOUR FISH WHAT THEY DESERVE!
245 Southgate Dr. Unit #3

Spoil your fish with quality fish food and

Guelph, Ontario

aquarium supplies from AngelFins.

Phone: 519-546-6911

See our website for store hours.
AngelFins

Email: info@angelfins.ca

http://angelfins.ca/

Moore Quality...
Moore Knowledge…
Moore Service...

4683 Sunset Road
Port Stanley, Ontario N5L 1J4

Phone: 519-782-4052
Fax: 519-782-3139

www.moorewatergardens.com
Over 80 Years of Quality & Service
“Everything for the Water Gardening Enthusiast
10% Discount to all Club Members
The London Aquaria Society is a non-profit organization, established in June 1956. Its main objective is to
promote interest in breeding and raising tropical fish
and to provide a means through which hobbyists may
exchange ideas, gain information and display their fish,
sharing them in the public in the London Area.

Flag Fish

Advertising Rates
Business Card……………….……$25.00
1/4 page…………………….…….$40.00
1/2 page…………….…………….$75.00
Full Page…………………..……..$125.00
Rates apply for a year coverage totaling 10 issues of
our Newsletter. Articles in this publication may be reprinted
provided full credit is given to the Author, the London
Aquaria Society and 2 copies of the published bulletin or
magazine in which the article appears, is to be mailed to:
London Aquaria Society
P.O. Box 45010, RPO Fairmont
London, Ontario N5W 1A3
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PET PARADISE
SUPERSTORE

Southwestern
Pe t C e n t r e
1641 Dundas Street
(New Location)
Dundas & Saskatoon,
London, Ontario
Please Support Them,
They support us!!!
M o nd a y - W e d n e sda y : 9:30 a.m. -8:00 p.m.
Thursday - Friday: 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
1641 Dundas St London, ON N5W 3C3
1-519-451-7279
www.yelp.ca/biz/southwestern
-pet-centre-london-2

Locally Owned & Operated Since 1995






LONDON’S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PUPPIES, KITTENS, REPTILES, FISH,
AND SMALL ANIMALS
Full line of Pet and Aquarium Supplies
Knowledgeable Friendly Staff
Great Package Deals, Reasonable Rates
Pets Always Welcome!

RECEIVE 10% OFF FISH AND SUPPLIES WHEN YOU PRESENT YOUR AQUARIA SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP CARD.

Our Store Hours:
Mon-Fri……9:30 a.m.— 9:00 p.m.
Saturday…...9:30 a.m.— 8:00 p.m.
Sunday…....11:00 a.m.— 6:00 p.m.

519-432-1600
1080 Adelaide St. North
London, Ontario

w w w. p e tpa ra di s elo n do n. co m

FISH & STICKS
TROPICAL FISH
Bonsai and Tropical Fish
385 Talbot Street
Saint Thomas, Ontario
Don Lucas
Owner/Operator
donlucas123@hotmail.com
(519)637-6922

OVER

519-245-0721
11 Frank Street
Strathroy, Ontario
Join us on Facebook at:
Pets’n’ponds
Monday - Tuesday
9:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Friday -10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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COME AND SEE WHY BIG AL’S AQUARIUM SERVICES
WAREHOUSE OUTLETS IS CANADA’S LEADING RETAILER
FOR THETROPICAL FISH HOBBYIST










519-668-2752

10,000 GALLONS OF FRESH AND SALTWATER TROPICAL FISH
EXOTIC GOLDFISH & FEEDER FISH
SUPER IMPORT SELECTIONS FROM AROUND THE WORLD AND
FROM OUR EXCLUSIVE FLORIDA FISH FARMS
SUPERB AQUATIC PLANTS IMPORTED FROM AROUND THE
WORLD
HUGE SELECTION OF AQUARIUM AND POND SUPPLIES
AQUARIUMS FROM 2.5 TO 300 GALLONS
BIG AL’S QUALITY LINE OF AQUARIUM PRODUCTS, FISH
FOODS AND WOODEN STANDS
EXPERT STAFF TO HELP YOU WITH ALL OF YOUR AQUARIUM NEEDS
REPTILES

BEST PRICES IN TOWN, GUARANTEED

CORALIFE

10% Discount
To London Aquaria
Society Members
(except sale items)
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